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The purposes of this study are to examine the idea, principles, process, 

realization and suggestion from teachers and students, the satisfaction of staff.  

The research adopts various ways such as literature, questionnaire, campus   

Assessment , and interview to examine the feedback of five Taipei County 

high schools which have set up public art. The research includes 572 teachers, 

students, and staff. The conclusion and suggestion are made by carefully  

examination of descriptive statistics, percentage statistics, Independent Sample t- 

testing, and Scheffe  method. Hope the research could provide more chances in 

exchanging experiences from campus to campus thus raise the quality of further 

management. The conclusion and detection of this study is as followed: 

1. The origin of Taipei County high school public art is resulted from school 

goals and schools development. The most important factor that affects the public art is 

principal’s educational expectation. The key principles are publicity, beaux arts, 

economics, safety, education, integration, and access. 

2. The management of Taipei County public art is made by licensed artists. The 

plan is processing by rules made by Taipei County Hall. 

3. They are concrete, outdoor, multi-angled, visual, the campus public art works 

set up in Taipei County high schools.  

4. Not all students and teachers participate in the management of campus public 

art. They feel the most satisfied with the description of campus public art. Male tend 

to agree to most of the questionnaire than female do. Students show higher agreement 

than teachers do. The age discrepancy does not involve in the degree of agreement. 

5. Different school sizes affect the result. Students and staffs in the schools 

which have fewer than 30 classes show the highest agreement to the questionnaire.  

6. Different school history involves in the result. Students and staffs in schools 

with less than 10 years history show the highest degree of agreement about other 

items. 

7. Seven graders show the highest agreement than eight and nigh-graders in 

items “the art work has local characteristics” and “the fondness of public art”.  
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8. All the respondents show the lowest agreement toward item “campus public 

art contains educational function”, and the second lowest item is “the materials of 

the  public art contain local characteristics.” 

9. Among the six aspects of types, materials, realization, color, location, and 

access, students and teachers show the highest agreement toward “I feel the campus 

public art is creative”, “I feel the color of campus public art is beautiful”, “I feel our 

campus public art locates in proper location”, “It is easy to access our campus public 

art.” 

10. The difficulties occurred during the execution and establishment of Taipei 

County high campus public art works are as bellows. First, there are fewer cases and 

experienced schools for suggestions and references of campus public art management. 

Most schools try to counsel the members of Taipei County Cultural Bureau to solve 

this problem. Besides, for the safety side, a few schools will ask to remodel the art 

work or to change its surroundings which change its original design.  

11. The staffs show the most satisfied items toward “The process of management 

of campus public art”. They show the least satisfaction toward the items “The 

explanation of the idea of the public art” and “the explanation of the public art after it 

has been set.” 

12. With their experiences, the five Taipei County high schools which have 

already own the public art work give suggestions to other schools that are processing 

to have their own public art. First, to have parent representative, students, teachers, 

and experts join the management of public art. Second, the propagation could 

combine school curriculum and the ideal of the school. Last, the art work should mark 

the origin and the meaning of the topics of campus public art. 

To conclude with the analysis of literatures and the results of the study, ten 

suggestions are offered to schools which are interested in campus public art.  
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